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A “Healthy” Correction 
 

When a Correction Is a Good Thing 
 The Upside of the October Sell-Off. The S&P 500 fell 7.3% over the course of October, at one point reaching the 

10%-from-peak correction threshold. The tech-heavy NASDAQ led the fall, declining as much as 12.3% from its 
peak to its October low. Such movements, while painful to endure as an investor, can lessen tension provided 
by high valuations and narrow markets, providing room for future gains in this long bull market.  

 The Downside of Waiting on the Sidelines. Over the course of twenty years, if an investor were to miss the best 
five, ten, or even twenty days, their return would be 5.0%, 3.5%, or 1.2%, respectively, each material shortfalls 
to the average total return of 7.2%. Even more dramatic, if one were to miss out on the best forty days, the 
total return for 20 years goes negative and they would have been better off holding cash. 

 Correction Not Recession. Corrections are quite normal, occurring on average 0-2 times per year. The S&P 
500 has experienced a 10%+ correction in six of the years since the bull market began in 2009, but still went 
on to post an average return of 11.9% in those years. With Glenmede’s Recession Model showing an only 16% 
chance of recession in the next year, it appears this is yet another correction amidst an ongoing expansion.  

 Buybacks Return in the ‘Nick of Time’. Corporate buybacks are on track for an all-time record year as S&P 
500 companies have already purchased $646 billion of their own stock. U.S. companies are prohibited from 
buying their shares two weeks prior to earnings, referred to as a “blackout” period. Now that the majority of 
the S&P 500 is clear of this timeframe, buybacks are expected to resume just as stock prices have devalued. 

  

Our Take: The October correction appears a “healthy” reset of valuations and broadening of the market. 
 
Reading the Tea Leaves on U.S.-China Trade 

 U.S.-China Trade Tension Progress Tension Progress. President Trump tweeted, “Those [trade] discussions are 
moving along nicely with meetings being scheduled at the G-20”. The possible outcomes of this meeting 
remain quite wide and volatile given the stakes and politics involved.   

 Multi-National Businesses Are More Dynamic Than Many Think. Expect swift reorganization of supply chains 
and production to avoid the heightening cost from tariffs. In an American Chamber of Commerce survey, 
more than 70% of U.S. businesses in South China are considering a shift in their operation due to tariffs. 

 U.S. May Not Be the Winner from Tariffs. According to the same survey, just 1% of U.S. firms in China have 
indicated plans or consideration to establish manufacturing in North America. More cost-efficient 
opportunities exist in Southeast Asian countries such as Vietnam and Cambodia.  

  

Our Take: Tariffs may be disruptive near-term, but businesses may be more dynamic and resilient than expected. 
 
 

Election Week Has Arrived 
 Election Day 2018. U.S. midterm elections take place this week, pitting a Republican majority in Congress 

against a perceived “blue wave” of Democratic momentum. While we caution against gambling with 
portfolios on political outcomes, it is prudent to explore the different scenarios and potential implications. 

 GOP Sweep – the Status Quo. A Republican sweep would likely enhance the market’s perception of the 
durability of previous pro-growth tax cuts (currently expire in 2025). Further, it could enable the congressional 
agenda to include capital gains tax reform and/or another attempt to repeal the Affordable Care Act. 

 “Blue Wave” – a Decision for Dems & Executive Action. A Democrat-controlled Congress may decide to 
either play the obstructionist card, with hopes of beating Trump in the 2020 presidential election, or cater to 
Trump’s more populist agenda on things like infrastructure spending and drug pricing.  

 Split Congress – Gridlock. The Republican-Democrat divide may slow policy development, but gridlock has 
historically produced better market returns than when the U.S. government was dominated by one party. 

  

Our Take: Investors should avoid gambling on political outcomes and remain disciplined through election season. 
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Chart of the Week:  

The Penalty For Being Out Of The Market 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Dates of interest:  
11/5: U.S. Auto Sales, Markit PMI & ISM Non-Mfg; Eurozone Sentix Index; Japan PCE & Real Income 
11/6: U.S. Job Openings; Eurozone Markit PMI & PPI; Germany Manufacturing Orders, Turnover & Markit PMI; Japan 
FX Reserves 
11/7: U.S. Consumer Credit; Eurozone Retail Sales; Germany Industrial Production & PMI Construction; Japan 
Leading Index & Bank Loans, China FX Reserves 
11/8: U.S. Initial Claims, FOMC Meeting & Fed Funds Target; Germany Trade Balance; China New Yuan Loans, Loan 
Growth, Trade Balance, CPI & PPI  
11/9: U.S. PPI, Philly Fed Speech, Michigan Sentiment & Wholesale Inventories 

Source: Glenmede, FactSet    
Data reflects past performance which may not be indicative of future results. Estimates may vary materially from results.  
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